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Abstract. Multimedia streaming when smartphones act as both clients
and servers is difficult. Indeed, multimedia streaming protocols and associated data formats supported by today’s smartphones are highly heterogeneous. At the same time, multimedia processing is resource consuming
while smartphones are resource-constrained devices. To overcome this
complexity, we present AmbiStream, a lightweight middleware layer solution, which enables applications that run on smartphones to easily
handle multimedia streams. Contrarily to existing multimedia-oriented
middleware that propose a complete stack for multimedia streaming,
our solution leverages the available highly-optimized multimedia software stack of the smartphones’ platforms and complements them with
additional, yet resource-efficient, layers to enable interoperability. We
introduce the challenges, present our approach and discuss the experimental results obtained when executing AmbiStream on both Android
and iOS smartphones. Our results show that it is possible to perform
adaptation at run time and still obtain streams with satisfactory quality.
Keywords: multimedia streaming, mobile, smartphone, middleware
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Introduction

The present generation of smartphones enables a number of applications that
were not supported by previous generation cellular phones. Particularly, the
greater processing power, better network connectivity and superior display quality of these devices allow users to consume rich content such as audio and video
streams while moving. Not surprisingly, radios3 and television channels4 today
provide mobile applications that allow access to their live media streams. Even
video rental services5 provide mobile applications that support movie streaming
to smartphones.
3
4
5

www.npr.org/services/mobile
www.nasa.gov/connect/apps.html
itunes.apple.com/us/app/netflix/id363590051
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All those applications, however, assume a centralized architecture where a
powerful server (or a farm of servers) provide streams to lightweight mobile
devices. Node heterogeneity also remains an issue: most of those applications are
available for a single smartphone platform. Indeed, to support multiple phone
platforms, developers must (i) modify the mobile application to support different
sets of decoders, streaming protocols and data formats and (ii) generate multiple
data streams on the server side to be consumed by each mobile platform. Hence,
when a resourceful server is not available, as in the case of a smartphone to
smartphone streaming scenario, this approach is impractical.
In this paper, we introduce AmbiStream, a middleware-layer solution to enable multimedia streaming among heterogeneous smartphones. Such a solution
can be beneficial to a large number of applications. Examples of such applications
include:
Streaming a live event directly to other devices reachable on the network;
Sharing media on the fly between different devices (phone to tablet/TV);
Voice call applications;
Distributed processing of a video stream;
Mixing augmented reality with live remote user interaction for, e.g., a networked game;
– Multimedia-rich collaboration among mobile users;
– Audio/video sharing in crisis situations when infrastructure is unavailable;
– Private communication of multimedia data between peers (without involving
a third party server);
–
–
–
–
–

Today, to create such applications, developers must overcome a number of
constraints. First, smartphones run different mobile operating systems, each supporting a different set of media encoders, decoders and streaming protocols. Second, communication is performed over wireless networks that are unstable and
that do not support resource reservation, and thus streaming quality is managed
by the protocol without cooperation from the network layer. Finally, the multimedia streaming software stack of each platform is highly optimized to deliver
high quality audio and video while reducing resource usage.
Existing system support for multimedia streaming is unsuitable to face the
smartphone challenges described above. Indeed, architectures for multimedia
streaming on the Internet such as [10, 23] suppose the existence of powerful
servers that can adapt content on behalf of clients, which is infeasible when the
streaming server is a resource-constrained smartphone. Solutions for multimedia
streaming on ad hoc networks either do not consider the problem of content
adaptation [2, 12, 24] or are cross-layered, such as those surveyed in [14]. Crosslayered solutions require cooperation between application layers and networking
layers, e.g., integration between the video codec and the routing protocol to
optimize streaming quality.
To enable multimedia streaming among heterogeneous devices, two main
challenges must be solved. First, multiple incompatible protocols for multimedia streaming exist today, and each platform supports one or a small subset of
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them. As a result, smartphones must overcome the streaming protocol heterogeneity problem to be able to exchange multimedia streams with heterogeneous
devices. Second, each smartphone platform generates and stores multimedia data
using some specific container format, usually depending on the streaming protocols it supports. These data cannot be directly transmitted through a different
streaming protocol because the media container format is specific to the protocol. Smartphones, then, must also adapt the media container format to enable
translation from the native streaming protocol to non-native protocols supported
by other peers.
To address the above challenges, we propose a lightweight middleware layer
that complements existing software stack for multimedia streaming on smartphones with components that enable interoperability. The proposed layer defines
an intermediate protocol and the associated container format for multimedia
streaming among heterogeneous nodes. This layer also mediates the native media
container formats and protocols to/from the intermediate streaming protocol.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we
review existing work on multimedia streaming in mobile environments, as well
as research related to automated protocol adaptation. In Section 3 we detail the
challenges involved in creating a layer to adapt multimedia streams in mobile
heterogeneous environments. Section 4 presents the architecture of AmbiStream
layer and explains how the main components operate: the format adapter, the
protocol translator and the local media server. Section 5 discusses our initial
experimental results on Android and iOS devices, which show that it is possible
to adapt data and protocols at run time and also obtain streams with satisfactory
quality. Finally, in Section 6, we draw our conclusions and discuss future work.

2

Related Work

Many multimedia-oriented middleware have been proposed in the literature. One
of the earliest efforts in this direction was proposed in [9], which provided applications with mechanisms for late binding based on QoS constraints. The proposed platform was later extended in [8] to leverage CORBA’s mechanisms for
inspection and adaptation and enable applications to adapt the stream quality
based on information obtained by inspecting middleware components. However,
as predicted in [4], the lack of mature multimedia support at the middleware
level led the industry to develop platform-specific solutions to handle multimedia streaming quality. As a result, today, most existing streaming protocols
integrate mechanisms to adapt video quality to network conditions. Other middleware solutions have been proposed to provide multimedia streaming services.
Chameleon [11] is a middleware for multimedia streaming in mobile heterogeneous environments. It is implemented using pure Java Core APIs in order to be
portable to all Java and JavaME handsets. In Chameleon, servers send streams
with different levels of quality to different multicast groups, so that clients can
select the best quality according to their available resources and also adapt
to changes on resource availability by selecting a multicast group providing a
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stream with lower quality. This approach imposes a heavy burden on the server
side, which has to keep multiple streams in parallel regardless of the number of
clients. Furthermore, Chameleon implements the whole software stack required
for streaming, which has a negative impact on performance.
Fewer works take into account the capabilities of current smartphones and
their impact on mobile multimedia streaming. The evaluation of streaming mechanisms in [18] for Android 1.6 and iOS 3.0 tries to identify which design is better
suited for mobile devices. Traditional metrics such as bandwidth overhead, startup delay and packet-loss are used to evaluate the quality of multimedia streaming
in various test situations. They observe that high network delays can result in
non-continuous playback when using the HTTP Live protocol from iOS, while
RTP streaming remains unaffected on Android.
Our approach to solve heterogeneity issues and enable multimedia streaming between heterogeneous mobile devices specifically stems from research on
protocol translation and mediation. The work in [21] proposes a framework to
formalize the process of synthesizing connectors that mediate two incompatible protocols, and suggests that data mediation can be solved through ontology
integration. However, it falls short from addressing the specifics of multimedia
streaming protocols, where messages are dependent on time and where message
data must also be adapted during mediation.
Nakazawa et. al. [15] propose a taxonomy of bridging solutions among communications middleware platforms and present uMiddle, a system for universal
interoperability, which supports mediation (entities and protocols are translated
to an intermediate common representation) and is deployed as an infrastructureprovided service. This design choice is appropriate for bridging communications
middleware, since it requires communication through different transport technologies that may not be available on all nodes. However, in our scenario, we
want to enable peer-to-peer streaming between smartphones without using an
untrusted third party server. As such, it is desirable that clients and servers are
able to perform mediation independently from the infrastructure.
Another approach for the automatic translation of protocols is z2z [7], which
combines a language for specification of protocols and messages, a compiler that
automatically generates protocol gateways using C code, and a runtime that
executes and manages protocol gateways. Z2z can translate a large number of
protocols, but it does not take into account timing requirements typical from
real-time streaming protocols. In such protocols, state transitions are not defined
by a fixed set of message exchanges but rather by the time deadlines that the
protocol must meet. With regard to message contents, z2z protocol gateways can
adapt messages by rearranging data from an input message to an output message.
This is also not sufficient to overcome the complexity of multimedia streaming
protocols, where timing limits may require that messages are processed and
regenerated when adapting protocols. Z2z evolved to Starlink [6] which enables
protocol translation dynamically at run time, a particularly important feature
in systems where existing protocols are unknown at compile time. Our approach
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adopts an intermediate protocol and requires only clients to adapt their native
protocols to the intermediate protocol, which can be done at compile time.

3

Challenges for Mobile Interoperable Media Streaming

As we mentioned in Section 1, two challenges must be solved to enable peer-topeer streaming of multimedia data between heterogeneous smartphones: (a) how
to enable interoperability among incompatible streaming protocols, and (b) how
to adapt media containers to consume multimedia data transmitted through an
incompatible streaming protocol.
Here, we detail the challenges introduced above. Specifically, Section 3.1 reviews the process of streaming multimedia data from a server to heterogeneous
clients. Then, based on this general schema, Section 3.2 details the challenges
involved when translating multimedia streaming protocols, while Section 3.3 explains the issues caused by the different media container formats available on
current smartphones.
3.1

The streaming process

Streaming to heterogeneous devices is classically done by servers supporting a set
of audio/video codecs, media container formats and streaming protocols,
and comprises three phases: media capture, media transmission and media
presentation. The steps commonly required to stream multimedia between two
devices are depicted in Figure 1 and are detailed below.
Considering the sequence of steps in Fig. 1, media container formats are used
in multiple cases. At Step 1 the demuxing (or demultiplexing) phase refers either
to the unwrapping from a disk container if the media source is a file, or to a
streamable container if it is a media server or a camera. The elementary stream
obtained from Step 1 can be transcoded to a different video/audio compression
format and it is then re-multiplexed to a streamable container format in Step 3.
The format of multiplexing used is dependent on the streaming protocol, since
in most of the cases streaming protocols support a single format.

1. Demuxing

7. Presentation

2. Transcoding

6. Decoding

3. Multiplexing
Streaming media Server

4. Streaming protocol

5. Demuxing
Streaming Client

Fig. 1: Multimedia streaming process
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Media Capture : Media content can originate either from a camera, stored data
or from a remote source via a streaming protocol. The input can be already
wrapped inside a media container (for instance, MPEG-TS or RTP) by the
source hardware, so the first (Demuxing) step is optional. Possibly the most important characteristic of multimedia content is its audio/video encoding. Indeed,
being a highly resource demanding operation, multimedia encoding is subject to
software and hardware optimizations on both personal computers and embedded
devices. The availability of encoders and decoders therefore varies depending on
the mobile operating system, platform and device.
If a client does not support a decoder compatible with the server’s encoder,
the client cannot consume the media. When a server supports multiple encoders,
multimedia data can be re-encoded on a format compatible with the client supported decoders (Step 2 in Fig. 1), but this process is resource consuming and
can affect performance, especially when streaming live content.
Media Transmission : Since video and audio frames cannot be directly transferred over an IP network, they are wrapped within media containers that provide the necessary meta-information to facilitate the decoding and correct presentation at the receiver (i.e., client) side. The process of wrapping and unwrapping audio/video frames from a media container is also referred to as multiplexing and demuxing, respectively. This is related to the fact that in some container
formats, frames (or frame fragments) from multiple audio and/or video tracks
are interleaved. The media transmission also requires control and signalling. This
task is assured by means of a communication protocol specifically designed to
transport multimedia content. Streaming protocols can be divided in two subgroups:
Real-time streaming protocols are best suited for conversational content such
as video conferences where user interaction with the streamed content is
important.
Video on-demand protocols are designed to offer better scalability and connectivity; are usually based on the higher level Hypertext Transport Protocol
(HTTP) and introduces acceptable delays.
Media Presentation : In order to correctly reproduce an audio/video stream on
a mobile phone, it is required that the platform supports the given streaming
protocol, media container format, the audio/video codecs and the codec profile
used by the encoder. Being a resource consuming activity, multimedia decoding
is usually managed by the mobile platform through hardware decoders or by
efficient native code implementations. To offer a satisfactory multimedia user
experience on resource-constrained devices, mobile platforms provide a default
media player that applications can access through a standard API. This approach has the advantage of providing a uniform multimedia experience regardless of applications. However, it limits the possibilities to improve audio/video
handling in mobile devices since the exposed API is generally limited. For instance, existing decoders used by the player to display multimedia content might
be inaccessible for use or extension by applications.
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Streaming protocol heterogeneity

Most smartphone platforms support at least one streaming protocol client. The
most well known protocols used in mobile phones today are: Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) [19], Apple HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) [16], Microsoft
Smooth Streaming6 and Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming (HDS)7 (provided
that the mobile platform supports Adobe Flash). The most commonly found
on mobile platforms is RTSP, but because it uses UDP as transport protocol
on unprivileged ports it is inappropriate for use in restricted networks such as
3G and public WiFi hotspots. A standard extension defined in [20] enables interleaving messages over the TCP control connection, but is not supported by
most implementations. Protocols designed for video-on-demand scenarios, such
as HLS and HDS, are almost equivalent in terms of functionality and concept,
but differ in message formats and media containers.
Decoder / Platform
H.263
H.264
MPEG-4
AAC-LC, AAC+, eAAC+
AMR-NB
MP3

iOS Android BlackBerry OS Windows Phone 7
–
+
+
–
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
–
+
+
+
+
+
–
+

Table 1: Audio/video decoders supported for streaming on smartphones
Still, even if the streaming protocols are incompatible by default, the encoded
video and audio elementary streams may be compatible with multiple devices.
For example, HLS uses H.264 codec for video, but the same codec is also largely
used to stream video over RTSP to Android devices. As it can be seen in Table
1, there exists a common set of video and audio decoders available on multiple
mobile phone platforms. In contrast, streaming protocol support is increasingly
heterogeneous on mobile platforms, with the arrival of new proprietary protocols
such as HTTP Live Streaming and Microsoft Smooth Streaming. The currently
supported streaming protocols on mobile phone platforms are presented in Table
2. From both tables, we conclude that multimedia data can be exchanged between heterogeneous smartphones without the need to perform costly transcoding operations. However, it is still necessary to adapt streaming protocols to
enable streaming between heterogeneous devices.
Protocol / Platform iOS Android BlackBerry OS Windows Phone 7
RTSP
–
+
+
–
RTSP interleaved
–
–
–
–
RTSP - SRTP
–
–
–
–
HTTP Live Streaming +
+
–
–
HLS with SSL
+
–
–
–
MS Smooth Streaming –
–
–
+
MSS with SSL
–
–
–
+

Table 2: Streaming protocols supported on smartphones
6
7

http://www.microsoft.com/silverlight/smoothstreaming/
http://www.macromediastudio.biz/products/httpdynamicstreaming/
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3.3

Media container adaptation

The conversion between different media container formats is a critical requirement for assuring interoperability between heterogeneous streaming protocols.
Supporting both real-time and video-on-demand protocols makes this task more
complex due to the mismatching of properties of the protocol groups.
Encoded elementary multimedia data is stored on disk using a media container format (e.g., 3GPP, MP4, AVI). Such containers are designed to be used
only in random access scenarios and therefore are not suited for streaming over
a network connection. Another type of containers are streamable media containers (e.g., MPEG-TS, ASF, PIFF). They are designed to be transported over IP
packet networks, provide methods for fragmenting audio and video streams and
may also offer synchronization and recovery mechanisms to cope with network
delays or packet losses. The wrapped media packets can contain multiplexed audio/video tracks (e.g., MPEG-TS, PIFF) or single tracks (e.g., RTP). Depending
on the streaming protocol type (real-time/on-demand), multimedia fragments
differ in size and structure. In general, real-time protocols use lightweight headers and small packet sizes, usually less than the MTU8 in order to reduce the
transfer delay by avoiding packet fragmentation. Video-on-demand protocols regularly use large video fragments composing 10-30 seconds of audio/video each.
Such formats commonly rely on the ISO base media file format9 structure which
supports storing of multiple interleaved frames inside a single fragment, [5, 1].
Larger fragments reduce the need of receiver buffers but also introduce a start-up
delay which is at least equal to the duration of the first fragment.
Real-time streaming protocols are generally designed over the UDP transport protocol because timeliness is much more important than the reliability
offered by TCP. Consequently, simple reliability features, such as sequence numbers, sequence identification, synchronization codes, continuity counters, flags
and timestamps are integrated in the media container layer to cope with the
unreliable nature of the transport. Such features are not necessarily found in the
same configuration in all formats. As a result, transforming a real-time stream to
a video-on-demand fragment requires complex buffering and efficient transformation of real-time data. Such requirements impose strict temporal constraints for
the transformation. It is true that real-time to on-demand protocol translation
is less desirable, but interoperability should still remain possible.

4

AmbiStream Architecture

The aim of the AmbiStream middleware is to allow smartphones supporting different streaming protocols to directly connect to, and receive live multimedia
content from, other smartphones without using an untrusted server for adaptation. AmbiStream consists of a set of portable server and client components as
well as a plug-in interface, designed to reduce the effort of adding support for
8
9

Maximum transmission unit (less than 1500 bytes for Ethernet)
ISO/IEC 14496-12:2008
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Media player
Local Server
Camera

Protocol translation

File
P1

P2

Platform API
API interface
Demuxing
RTP

Media description

C1

C2

Media container adaptation
Sample re-composing
RTP

Media description

Media player

Network

Network

Network

Streaming server

Streaming client

Legacy client

Fig. 2: The AmbiStream middleware architecture
new protocols. The structure of the middleware is presented in Fig. 2, where the
greyed components are not part of AmbiStream, but are elements of the mobile
platform architecture or external components.
Our work extends the approach proposed by Starlink [6] in two directions.
First, our approach enables the translation between real-time and on-demand
streaming protocols, which requires buffering, dropping and combination of messages to deliver time-sensitive data at the right moment. Second, we support the
translation of container formats, which in the case of multimedia is dependent
on the streaming protocol.
The communication is realised in a client-server mode. The streaming server,
as well as the client, reside entirely on mobile devices. The current server implementation is designed to support a single streaming protocol. This protocol
is translated by the client device to another protocol depending on its native
protocol support. On the server side, a platform specific API interface has to
be designed to access the Camera data stream. On the other hand, File access
for streaming from pre-recorded content can be designed in a portable fashion.
We assume that any input data is already multiplexed in the platform’s native
format (e.g., RIMM proprietary video format for BlackBerry). It is true that
demuxing might not be needed if the platform’s API gives access to elementary
frame buffers. That is why there is an initial demuxing step in Fig. 2. Once
the data is Demuxed (unwrapped) from its container we obtain the elementary
stream tracks (e.g., the audio track) and the necessary meta-data such as sample sizes and frame durations. Considering that the middleware should enable
applications to stream both in real-time and on-demand, we use RTP [19] as
an intermediate streaming protocol. As a consequence, the middleware translates from the intermediate protocol to each existing streaming protocol, thus
considerably reducing the total number of bridges required. However, this does
not imply that any of the mobile platforms or devices should support this intermediate protocol natively. RTP alone is not sufficient to describe the payload
characteristics such as audio/video encoders, sampling frequency, packet fragmenting method, and other media information. AmbiStream thus introduces a
negotiation phase where the server sends a XML-formatted description message
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to clients for the middleware to correctly instantiate the client protocol bridge
and the media container format adapter.
The client receives the Media description, and instantiates the appropriate
protocol translator (e.g., P1 or P2 ) and media container adapter. Streaming
protocol translators and media container adapters (e.g., C1 or C2 ) are used
as pluggable components created at compile time. To simplify support for a
large array of protocols, these components are generated automatically from
descriptions of messages and behaviour given in the form of DSL (domain specific
language), as detailed in Section 4.1. The plug-ins could as well be generated at
run-time, but since the required plugin of the platform is known at compile-time
the only use would be to support more legacy devices. Received RTP packets
are Re-composed into elementary streams and, once a sample is complete, they
are passed to the Media container adapter (which is detailed in Section 4.2).
Depending on the adapted protocol, the samples might be buffered at this point.
A Local server is managed by the protocol translator that composes the necessary
control messages for establishing a streaming session.
The adaptation server running on the client device can be also used as a
mediator agent to solve interoperability for streaming enabled legacy devices.
This is done using at least three nodes: a server running AmbiStream, a mediator
also relying on our middleware and a legacy client (i.e., without AmbiStream
or any other additional software installed). The mediator smartphone translates
the server streaming protocol to the one supported by the legacy device.
The AmbiStream architecture enables smartphones to stream multimedia between each other without involving a third party server, since all the adaptation
is performed on the client side. In terms of privacy, this solution is superior to
other architectures that require the stream to pass through an untrusted server
for adaptation and/or distribution. So, even though data passes through probably untrusted peers, the authenticity of the stream can still be established using
an efficient security protocol such as TESLA [17]. Even legacy clients, that receive the streaming from an intermediate node instead of directly from the server
can select a trusted peer based on any trust establishment protocol. The diversity of existing legacy devices such as TVs, tablets, and mobile phones motivate
the use of distributed translation nodes instead of a centralised server.
4.1

Streaming protocol translation

Because writing protocol adapters for each existing streaming protocol implies
a high development effort for a large number of platforms, we introduce an automated protocol translation solution, to enable easier integration of additional
protocols. To achieve this, we base our solution on existing research in the domain of automated protocol translation. However, while advanced solutions for
interoperability between heterogeneous protocols exist [7, 22, 6], streaming protocols tend to be more complex because of the constant data flow, time constraints
and multimedia wrapper formats.
Our approach is inspired by Starlink [6], a run-time solution for protocol interoperability. Although run-time adaptation of the media format and protocol is
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more flexible and enables adapting protocols that are unknown at compile-time,
in our case the availability is only subject to the support of mobile platforms,
thus making possible to know in advance the adaptation requirements of each
mobile device. Also, the adaptation only concerns the client-side since, at the
server side we use an intermediate protocol. We thus propose a simpler compiletime interoperability solution based on Starlink.
Streaming protocols are a mix of control and complex data messages. We
discuss the translation of the control part of streaming protocols below, while
dealing with multimedia data adaptation in Section 4.2. To create a new protocol
translator, the developer must provide a high level description in the form of
two DSL-based models. One describes the format and structure of messages and
the other outlines the protocol states, transitions and the sequence of actions
performed at each protocol state. The model is expressive enough for generating
message parsers and composers for multiple existing streaming protocols. The
model obtained in this form is passed on to a compiler (which is part of the
currently presented solution) that produces multi-language (Java, C and C#)
protocol bridges in the form of plug-ins (e.g., P1 and P2 in Fig. 2) for our
middleware.
An schematic example of a message description for HLS protocol is shown in
Fig. 3. The description is divided in Input and Output to differentiate between
incoming messages that should be parsed into structured data types and outgoing messages that are composed. This distinction is more important with text
protocols, where messages have loose requirements in terms of line order, optional parameters, delimiters, spacing characters and so on. The DSL proposed
here supports protocols that use either binary, text or XML message formats.
To assure a sufficiently expressive message description, we extract the required
fields using value capture patterns defined using Posix regular expressions for
text protocols, XPath for XML and based on field size and location for binary
protocols. The choice of Posix regular expression for text protocols was driven
by its availability on most of the platforms, most notably that it is part of the
GNU C library and is compatible with the regular expressions integrated in Java
standard library (java.util.regex).
Real time protocols do not usually follow a request-response messaging pattern, as implemented by on-demand ones, but rather a one-way pattern. The
problem here is that a protocol translator can not produce a response by calling
the real-time inner protocol. In fact, the translator must buffer the messages
of the real-time protocol and, upon a request of the video-on-demand client,
generate the corresponding message.
4.2

Media container format adaptation

Translating the control part of streaming protocols is not sufficient to distribute
multimedia between incompatible protocols. The format in which audio/video
content is wrapped also differs depending on the protocol. To achieve a complete
solution, the translation between media container formats must also be taken
into account. The most important factors that led to the decision to separate
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<Protocol type="text">
<Input>
<Header name="http_head">
<Var name="Url" type="String"/>
<Rule test="capture_order(Url)">1</Rule>
<Capture var="Method"> [RegEx] </Capture>
<Finish test="empty_line"/>
</Header>
<Message name="GET_IDX">
<Insert>http_head</Insert>
...
</Message>
...
</Input>
<Output>
<Message name="IDX">
<Var name="$TargetDuration" type="Integer"/>
<Line>#EXTM3U</Line>
...
</Message>
...
</Output>
</Protocol>

Fig. 3: DSL describing message formats for the HLS protocol
this part from the protocol translation model are: the much higher complexity of
multimedia packets, the dependence relation between messages (order, timing,
fragmenting), the buffering requirements, and the multiplexer logic required to
interleave multiple media tracks inside one packet/message.
We further divide the media container adaptation in four distinct steps: sample fragmenting, fragment packaging, multiplexing and final adjustment. The
process of adapting a stream composed of two tracks (one audio and one video)
is presented in Fig. 4. Each of the four phases is defined by the developer using
a DSL to describe multimedia containers, different from the ones used for protocol description. Similarly to the generation of protocol translation plug-ins, the
description of the multimedia container adaptation is compiled to be deployed
to designated platforms. To simplify the description, a number of media packetrelated parameters are exposed through the DSL. Parameters include: the length
of the media payload, media encoding, fragmentation flag, sampling frequency,
sequence number, inner frame sequence number and first/last fragment flag. The
components for protocol description and container adaptation are considered to
be independent, thus allowing, for example, a protocol to choose between multiple supported data formats. The Sample Re-composing middleware component
(see Fig. 2) provides real-time input to the container adapter in the form of
elementary stream samples for audio and frames for video.
Because we use a real-time protocol (i.e., RTP) for transporting multimedia
data, the problem of timing should also be taken into account. We thus add
a time-stamp reference to each packet resulting from any of the four phases of
media format adaptation. Fragments of one frame share the same time-stamp information, while messages composing multiple frames contain the time-stamp of
the first frame and their duration. The time required for a frame to pass through
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Fig. 4: Adapting the media container format
all of the phases required by the format should not exceed the sampling interval
of the content. Failing to assure this property can cause the client to run out of
buffered data, resulting in playback stalls. In order to prevent such behaviour,
frames should be explicitly dropped such that the output of the conversion is
completed at the right time to assure a fluent playback. At this moment, no QoS
related limits of packet drops are considered.
The fragmenting step defines the way large audio or video samples are
divided into smaller segments according to the limits imposed by the streaming
protocol, by the media container or by the network configuration. For example,
in the case of MPEG-TS, the samples are split into fragments which are inferior in size to 184 bytes, such that they can be correctly wrapped inside the
standard 188 byte packets. For RTP, fragmentation follows the standard RTP
Payload Format depending on the codec used (for instance, the one described
in [25]). We note that a simplified description of the packet format is very useful
in the case of RTP, where there are multiple payload formats depending on the
media encoder used. In the case where media content is composed of multiple
tracks (i.e., one video and one audio track), two separate fragmenting units are
used. The number of fragments created from single frames is variable. Each fragment contains a reference to the time-stamp of its originating frame. The time
required for fragmenting one frame should never exceed the sampling interval of
the content.
The packaging stage adds individual packet headers. This transformation
conforms to [19] for RTP packets and [13] for MPEG-TS. Depending on the
protocol, the resulting packets are passed to the multiplexer or sent directly to
the protocol translator.
The multiplexing phase assures time-division multiplexing for a set of given
fragments or frames of multiple data tracks. Depending on the format, the multiplexing is done at a frame level or at a frame-fragment level. In order to achieve
multiplexing at frame level, phase one of the adaptation should be skipped. This
phase outputs only at a given time or data limit. Such a limit is necessary to
be able to produce media fragments of specified duration or size. The split is always done at random access points of the stream, such that no reference between
frames is lost.
The final transformation adds extra headers or packets, such that the resulting fragment is recognised as valid by standard client protocol implementations.
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Many existing media container formats also contain a number of specific fields
which are particularly hard to model. One example is the MPEG2 Transport
Stream [13], which requires a 32-bit cyclic redundancy check value to be added to
the Program Association Table package. In such a case we offer the possibility to
add function“hooks” inside the DSL media container description. The compiler
uses these to generate function templates, that developers can later implement.

5

Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the presented solution, we have implemented AmbiStream
in Java and Objective-C and used it on Android and iOS. The goal of the experiments presented here is to evaluate the overall performance of the middleware
and the achievable stream quality. The experiments were performed on both
Android and iPhone smartphones.
Device
Samsung GT-I9000 Google Nexus One
iPhone 3G
Role
Server
Client
Client
Platform
Android 2.2.1
Android 2.3.4
iOS 4.2.1
CPU
1 GHz (S5PC110) 1 GHz (QSD8250)
412 MHz
Memory
512 MB
512 MB
128 MB
Media framework PV OpenCORE
Stagefright
AV Foundation
Stream support
RTSP
RTSP/HLS
HLS

Table 3: Test smartphones used
In both of the experiments presented below, the same set of source media
files was used. The test files have a duration of 210 seconds, are encoded with a
single (H.264-avc video) track, have a CIF frame-size (352 by 288), and a framerate of 30 fps. The test is conducted for 16 different bit-rates between 50kbps
and 1500kbps using the mentioned file format and content. Each set of tests is
repeated at least three times, so each of the metrics presented is characterized
by 168 minutes of video streaming to each client device. In total, more than
16 hours of streaming between smartphones were necessary. The mobile phones
used are mentioned in Table 3. The first two (Samsung GT-I9000 and Google
Nexus One) are used in the first experiment, and all three in the second one.
5.1

Collecting mobile device performance data

Although RTSP provides out-of-band feedback of stream quality through RTCP,
we have decided not to use this feature to obtain information related to the
quality of service. This is due to the fact that in the case of the media framework
Pocket Video OpenCore (used by Android platform in versions preceding 2.3)
the information provided is not sufficiently precise. For example, the interval
jitter value reported, used to observe the effect of network packet delays, is
usually ten times higher than what we found at network level or on the client
device. Furthermore, on the newer Stagefright media framework the feedback
always reports no packet loss and inter-arrival jitter equal to zero. Android also
provides an information callback from the media player service. Unfortunately,
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this information is limited to a small set of event codes and does not include any
metric.
We have chosen to favour system-wide metrics to more specific ones (i.e.,
metrics of the application process) because we also make use of native system
services and because mobile platforms do not frequently provide equivalent metrics. We use as metrics for device performance: the total CPU utilization and the
system-wide used RAM memory. Quality of service metrics considered are the
packet delay variation (also referred to as inter-arrival jitter, described in [19])
and packet loss ratio. The quality metrics are only provided for the case where
the protocol is adapted. The values are obtained at the middleware level and
should indicate the maximum bit-rate achievable while still providing satisfactory quality. The reference test cases, used to compare the overall performance,
make use of system media services directly.
On Android mobile phones, the CPU and memory information is obtained by
accessing the proc filesystem, used as an interface to the operating system kernel
on most Linux based distributions. The logs are stored in the internal memory of
both Android phones. To avoid that the access to the filesystem and data parsing
are influencing the final results, the access to the /proc/stat and /proc/meminfo
is done every five seconds, and the same file-descriptors are reused multiple times
until the end of the test. On the iOS platform, system performance information
was collected using the tools integrated with the development kit.
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Fig. 5: AmbiStream performance on Nexus One (RTSP)

5.2

Translating to RTSP between Android smartphones

In this first experiment, we show that adaptation from the middleware intermediate protocol to RTSP/RTP/UDP is sufficiently efficient to be used in mobile
multimedia-enabled applications. Since in this case the message format used by
the client protocol is equivalent to the middleware transport protocol, the wrapping and unwrapping of messages is simpler than in other cases. Nevertheless,
this client protocol is the only real-time streaming protocol currently available on
mobile phones, and is thus interesting to analyze the feasibility of streaming real-
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time multimedia data through the middleware. Another experiment involving a
more complex media format adaptation is presented at the end of this section.
In this test we use two server implementations: one using the AmbiStream intermediate protocol and the other using RTSP. The RTSP server is not part of
the solution but it is used in this experiment to determine the overhead of the
adaptation (on the client-side) with reference to the native RTSP support.
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Fig. 6: Adapted stream quality (RTSP)
In the case of protocol translation to RTSP, the performance of the client
device (realising the content and protocol adaptation) is not badly affected, with
a processing overhead of less than 20% compared to a native RTSP session (see
Fig. 5a). As with all of the experiments conducted, the memory usage remains
constant, or increases slightly because of buffers required for higher data-rates
(Fig. 5b). The fact that our solution uses slightly less memory than the reference
one is due to the way jitter buffers are managed internally by the RTSP client,
most probably being influenced by the different transport protocols (UDP and
TCP). The quality of the stream remains within acceptable limits in terms of
inter-arrival jitter (see Fig. 6a) and packet loss (Fig. 6b), for all the test cases
(from 50 to 1500kbps) considered.
5.3

Translating to HLS between Android and iOS smartphones

The second experiment consists of translating the intermediate middleware protocol to HTTP Live Streaming, using two different client platforms: Android
2.3.4 and iOS 4.2.1. The choice of the smartphones is motivated by their native
support of HLS. This way we can reason about the overhead introduced by our
middleware layer with two different devices. Contrary to the first experiment,
this one requires data conversion between RTP and MPEG-TS. MPEG-TS is one
of the most used multimedia formats, most notably for digital television. The
conversion from RTP to MPEG-TS requires a large number of transformations,
thus providing a good impression of achievable on-the-fly conversion limits of
media formats on current generation smartphones.
Because HLS protocol requires the existence of a cached amount of content
on the server-side before a client can connect (and begin playback), while the
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Fig. 7: Data capture (HLS)
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Fig. 9: AmbiStream performance on Nexus One (HLS)
intermediate AmbiStream protocol does not, a 30s start-up delay is introduced
by the middleware layer to allow protocol translation. This aspect restricts the
use of the middleware for real-time applications in this situation. This is not the
case when the device supports a real-time protocol. During this delay period, less
memory and CPU are used. To better evaluate the performance of the devices,
we divide the experiment run in four periods (e.g., as shown in Fig. 7 for CPU
utilisation): (I) the buffering period (only multimedia data adaptation is performed), (II) the media-player start-up (causes a short increase in CPU usage),
(III) the streaming period (both data adaptation and playback are performed)
and (IV) the stream-end (the source has finished streaming, but the playback
is continued until buffer depletion). Thus, only the part (III) of the observation
was used to produce the results presented in Figures 9 and 10.
As expected, the difference in container formats (RTP and MPEG-TS), increases the overhead of AmbiStream. For Android platform, the tests for bit-rates
inferior to 400kbps (in Figures 9a and 9b) were discarded due to the existence
of a minimal caching size, requiring a longer start-up delay. While on the Nexus
One, the overhead introduced does not reach a quality limit for bit-rates below 1500kbps, the iPhone 3G is only able to adapt streams of up to 400kbps.
Above this limit, the packet loss (see Fig. 8) becomes noticeable and the media-
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Fig. 10: AmbiStream performance on iPhone 3G (HLS)
player suffers playback stalls. The results on the iPhone are worse due to the
significantly lower processing power and memory (see Fig. 3). Nevertheless, according to the mobile platform providers, a 400kbps video bit-rate is considered
to be medium/high quality for smartphones10 11 . Considering the results in Figure 10b, we see that the memory usage is decreasing (in the case of AmbiStream)
for higher video bit-rates. This behaviour is normal considering the packet loss
(see Figure 8).

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have identified the challenges raised by the heterogeneity of the
streaming protocols of existing mobile phone platforms. Further, we have introduced the AmbiStream multimedia-oriented middleware architecture, designed
to enable the multi-platform and multi-protocol interoperability of streaming
services. We have also shown the applicability of the presented solution with an
experiment on two different platforms and two different streaming protocols.
AmbiStream was modelled taking into consideration the architecture of modern smartphone platforms, such that resource critical operations (e.g., multimedia decoding) are managed by each platform internally. We prove that automated
streaming protocol adaptation can be done locally on mobile phone platforms
without sacrificing performance or extensibility. Furthermore, we enable legacy
devices to employ unsupported streaming protocols by using an AmbiStreamenabled device as mediator intermediary.
We intend to continue this work by extending the current model, taking into
account challenges such as routing over different networks and multi-peer collaboration. We will then integrate AmbiStream with iBICOOP [3], a middleware
designed to enrich the user collaboration and provide seamless access across
different networks and devices. Such an integration will complement the existing solution with features such as discovery, distributed storage and partnership
10
11

http://developer.apple.com/library/ios/# technotes/tn2224/ index.html
http://developer.android.com/guide/appendix/media-formats.html
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management, enabling the development of rich cross-platform and multimediaenabled applications. We will also port the solution to Blackberry and Windows
Phone to evaluate the approach on a greater number of mobile platforms.
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